6. Demographic module
Only members with a MEMTYP59 of 1, 5 or 6 are asked demographic questions.
Throughout the Demographics questions, if there is only one person in the household
roster the questions should appear with the word “your” rather than the respondent’s
name.
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Age With Confirmation
AWC_C01

If day, month or year of birth is blank or DK/R, or age field is
blank, go to AWC_Q02.

?AWC_Q01 We recorded [respondent name]’s date of birth as [text month
of birth] [day of birth], [year of birth]. Is this correct?
1
2

Yes
(Go to END_BLOCK)
No
(Refuse/Don’t know are not allowed)

?AWC_Q02 What is [respondent name]’s date of birth?
Call the Date block (see Appendix 1).
AWC_E02A If the year entered in AWC_Q02 is greater than the survey’s
reference year (refyear), go to END_BLOCK and set
AWC_Q04 to 0.
AWC_E02B If DK/R is entered in either MONTH or YEAR for AWC_Q02, go
to AWC_Q04. If DAY is DK/R and MONTH and YEAR contain
valid information and MONTH = [current month], go to
AWC_Q04. If the entered date of birth is not different from the
feedback date of birth, go to END_BLOCK.
?AWC_Q03 So [respondent name]’s age on [reference date] was [calculated
age]. Is that correct?
INTERVIEWER: Date of birth is [text month of birth] [day of
birth], [year of birth].
1
2
3

Yes
(Go to AWC_E04)
No, return and correct date of birth
No, collect age
(Go to AWC_Q04)
(Refuse/Don't know are not allowed)

?AWC_Q04 What is [respondent name]’s age?
|_|_|_|
Age in years
(MIN: 0) (MAX: 130)
AWC_E04
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If the entered age is different by more than three (3) years from
the feedback age, pop up a soft edit with the following text: “The
respondent’s age has been updated. Select <Suppress> to accept the
answer and continue or <Goto> to return and correct."
Otherwise, go to END_BLOCK
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END_BLOCK
Sex
?SEX_Q01

INTERVIEWER: Enter [respondent name]’s sex.
If necessary, ask: (Is [respondent name] male or female?)
1
2

SEX_E01

Male
Female
(Refuse/Don’t know are not allowed)

If the entered sex is different from the feedback sex, pop up a soft
edit with the following text: “The respondent’s sex has been
updated. Select <Suppress> to accept the answer and continue or
<Goto> to return and correct."
Otherwise, go to END_BLOCK.

END_BLOCK
If age > 15, call Marital Status With Confirmation
Otherwise, set MSWC_Q02 to 06 "single, never married" and go to END_BLOCK.

Marital Status With Confirmation
MSWC_C01 If marital status field is blank or DK/R, go to MSWC_Q02.
MSWC_Q01 We recorded [respondent name]’s marital status as [marital
status]. Is this correct?
1
2

Yes
No
DK, R

(Go to END_BLOCK)
(Go to END_BLOCK)

?MSWC_Q02 What is [respondent name]’s marital status? Is [he/she]:
INTERVIEWER: Read categories to respondent.
01
02
03
04
05
06

… married?
… living common-law?
… widowed?
… separated?
… divorced?
… single, never married?

END_BLOCK
If MSWC_Q01 = No, Set HHINFO.RELFLG58 to 1 then call Marital Status
Change
Statistics Canada
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Otherwise, if not last member, go to the next member until all members are
complete. If demographics are complete for all members:
If there is more than one person in the household and (TRFLG58 <> 1 and
HHINFO.RELFLG58 = 1), CALL Relationship Without Confirmation
Otherwise, call Cai Shut-Off

Marital Status Change
?MSC_Q01

When did [respondent name]’s marital status change?
INTERVIEWER: Date must be January 1, [reference year] or
after.
Call the Date block (see Appendix 1).

END_BLOCK
If not last member, go to next member until all members are complete.
If demographics are complete for all members:
If there is more than one person in the household and TRFLG58 <>1 and
HHINFO.RELFLG58 = 1, call Relationship Without Confirmation
Otherwise, call CAI Shut-Off
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